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Knowledge. Commitment. Excellence.

KC ENGINEERING AND LAND SURVEYING, P.C.
IS A DIVERSIFIED, MULTIDISCIPLINED CONSULTING ENGINEERING FIRM.
Since our founding, KC Engineering and Land
Surveying, P.C. (KC) has kept pace with the rapidly
changing technological advancements in the
industry. We are able to provide our public and
private sector clients with a comprehensive range
of professional services. The corporate headquarters
of the firm is located in New York City with a regional
office located in Newburgh, NY. KC is a certified
Minority Business Enterprise (MBE) and is ISO 9001:2015
certified.
KC offers comprehensive engineering and surveying
services, including civil engineering, structural
engineering, municipal engineering, geotechnical
engineering,
land
development,
construction
inspection, construction claims and engineering
audits,
grant
administration,
water
supply,
wastewater treatment, land surveying, and all
related services. Additionally, KC has highly-qualified
personnel with experience completing design-build
projects. KC is committed to providing exceptional
and personalized service to each client on every
project, and we do so efficiently, effectively, and
within budget.
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KC’s philosophy of maintaining quality control at
every level shows in our impeccable safety record,
with no claims or litigation. KC is constantly striving to
give our clients more effective control over complex
construction, delivering high-quality finished projects
on time and within budget. We do it by managing
people, quality, costs, and time in a safe, secure
construction environment, and we see every project
from concept, initialization, and design to bidding
construction and final close out.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING
Responsibility to Community.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
Our civil engineering services include site grading, drainage, and
earthwork; pavement evaluation and design; soil erosion and sediment
control plans; drainage structures design; utilities engineering, including
water and sewer systems; stormwater management; roadway and site
lighting; civil site plans, subdivisions, and site layouts; parking lot design;
and permitting, cost estimation, and specifications.

Services

KC closely adheres to new building code requirements, including all
applicable international and state building codes. Our civil engineering
group provides these services for roads and highway projects, as well as
residential, commercial, industrial, institutional, and mixed-use projects.

Geotechnical Engineering

KC’s civil engineering group brings together many talented engineers
ready to develop drainage plans and design sewer and stormwater
systems. KC fully understands the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation’s (NYSDEC’s) stormwater treatment and
compliance requirements and has prepared Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plans (SWPPPs) for projects of all sizes. Our solutions pursue the
lowest impact and operating cost while meeting permit requirements.
We also provide construction phase stormwater management
compliance inspections and recommendations to maintain permit
compliance in dynamic construction environments.
KC’s traffic engineering experience includes the formulation and
presentation of traffic impact statements, operational analysis, level-ofservice (LOS) calculations, signal design and operational assessment,
safety studies, implementation, and maintenance. Our engineers
effectively and efficiently plan, design, and oversee intersection
improvements, parking facilities, maintenance and protection of traffic
plans, highways, utility relocations, site lighting, driveways and other
roadways, curbs, and sidewalks so that the outcomes not only provide
for smooth transitions but also for economically-functional results.
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Code Compliance
Community Liaising
Drainage & Sewer System Design
Environmental Engineering
Highway Design
Intersection Improvements
Lighting Design (Security / Site /
Street / Tunnel)
Permitting Support
Parking Facilities Design
Roadway Design
Traffic Engineering
Site Development
Stormwater Management
Utility Design & Relocation
Value Engineering Support
Wastewater Treatment
Water Supply

Civil Engineering

Route 9D Pedestrian Improvements, Wappingers
Falls, NY | KC prepared a preliminary Engineer’s
Report to assist the Village of Wappingers Falls with
receiving this NYSDOT Transportation Alternatives
Program (TAP) funded project, which featured safety
enhancements for pedestrian and multimodal
traffic users on Route 9D. The project included traffic
calming features, sidewalk improvement, crosswalks,
and new pedestrian / street lighting. New LED
lighting fixtures were selected to provide pedestrian
scale lighting that also allowed the Village to phase
out existing and costly cobra head lighting above.
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Civil Engineering

NY-27 at Barnes Road Reconstruction, Brookhaven,
NY | This project constructed a new diamond
interchange including ramps and ancillary facilities
to improve safety and mobility. Work included
development of traffic counts, forecast data,
and project scoping and design alternatives and
capacity and accident analyses. As a subconsultant,
KC assisted with the Project Scoping Report / Final
Design Report (PSR / FDR) by designing speed memos
and performing flood plain, crash, and pavement
analyses. KC also provided surveying services,
including right-of-way (ROW) mapping research and
development of a ROW base map.

The KC civil engineering
group consists of
a team of skilled
professionals dedicated
to providing responsive
and quality ser vice to
our clients.
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Civil Engineering

Highway Garage, Phases I and II, Wappingers Falls,
NY | After providing civil engineering and surveying
services for the construction of the highway garage
for the Village of Wappingers Falls, KC provided
environmental engineering services for the 0.9-acre
Highway Garage site. KC’s services consisted of a
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) and
a Phase II Subsurface Investigation (SI) including a
geophysical survey; advancement of soil borings;
installation of temporary groundwater monitoring
wells and soil vapor probes; and collection of soil,
groundwater, soil vapor, and air samples. KC’s
findings were documented in a Phase II Subsurface
Investigation Report.

Baseline Data Collection Services, Sullivan County,
NY | This project involved baseline data collection
for current air quality, current noise environment,
and current water quality testing assessments for
the area surrounding a 22,400 HP solar titan 130E
turbine-driven gas compressor unit and associated
infrastructure. KC developed a work plan that
included defining the specifics regarding sampling
locations for water, noise, and air. The water
sampling was performed based on permitted access
and review of any existing studies of prevailing
groundwater movements as well as surface water
directional flows. Noise testing was performed
throughout the seasons to account for vegetation
and the prevalence of outdoor activity at different
times of the year. Air monitoring was performed
at the location identified in the work plan. Current
weather condition data was logged as well. KC
cataloged and compared data to EIS reports, and
data was added to future GIS models.
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Civil Engineering

Haggerty Plaza Mechanical and Electrical Design,
New Paltz, NY | KC was selected as a subconsultant
to provide mechanical and electrical engineering
design services for the reconstruction of the
Haggerty Plaza at SUNY New Paltz’s main student
center. The reconstruction consisted of replacing
the pavers, installing lighting, and installing a green
area with irrigation. KC provided design services

for the electrical systems including lighting and
controls for the new plaza as well as mechanical
design services for the installation of plumbing and
irrigation components. KC interfaced with the Ulster
County Department of Health to design and locate
the backflow prevention device used in the irrigation
system. KC also provided calculations to ensure the
water flow to the irrigation system was sufficient.

NYCCT Design of Replacement Boilers, New York,
NY | KC was retained to assist with the design of
replacement boilers for New York City College of
Technology’s (NYCCT) Namn Hall. The existing boilers
used to heat the entire building were beyond their
useful life and in need of replacement. KC resized
the replacement boilers and provided the design of
replacement piping systems for the new equipment.
KC also provided designs and specifications for
ancillary equipment for the new boiler system
including piping expansion joints, vibration isolators,
stationary floor supports, and flexible connections,
as well as other miscellaneous features. All features
were designed to withstand pressures of 100 PSI and
temperatures of 350 degrees Fahrenheit.
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Civil Engineering

Greentree Vacation Homes Pavement Evaluation,
Monticello, NY | The Greentree Vacation Homes
community retained KC to evaluate their aging
private roadway network to identify areas of
pavement that were showing signs of degradation
for repair or replacement to optimize their investment
and extend the life of their roads.
The Homeowners Association also requested KC
evaluate the overall drainage conditions of the
site and identify portions of the project that were
inadequately sized or causing damages to their
infrastructure. KC performed a drainage analysis
to determine if the existing piping could handle
adequate flows and, where necessary, to size a
replacement pipe.

MTA-LIRR 3 rd Track Expansion, Long Island, NY | The
project scope included installation of a third track
within the existing LIRR ROW, elimination of seven
street-level grade crossings, station improvements
and modifications, and related improvements to
railroad infrastructure, including signal, power, and
communication systems.
As a subconsultant, KC was responsible for providing
civil design services, including civil design of
roadways, parking, and pedestrian facilities.
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Civil Engineering

CONSTRUCTION CLAIMS
& ENGINEERING AUDITS
Methodical and Efficient.

CONSTRUCTION CLAIMS AND ENGINEERING
AUDITS
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
The construction claims and engineering audits
group at KC consists of claims specialists, engineering
auditors, compliance specialists, resident and office
engineers, and scheduling experts who are skilled
in delay claims review, analysis, and negotiation;
dispute resolution; change order and payment
auditing; payroll records review, cost estimating
and review, and vendor billings review; assessment
of appropriate values; and verification of policies,
procedures, and specification compliance.
KC’s construction claims team includes claims
experts with extensive and unique experience in
analyzing and resolving very substantial and highly
complex delay claims brought by contractors on
public works construction contracts. They possess
a comprehensive knowledge and understanding
of municipal construction contracts, including
Damage for Delay provisions, analytical processes
for damage identification and quantification,
underlying legal concepts and decisions, and delay
analysis techniques. Our team performs appropriate
and detailed reviews and analyses addressing both
entitlement and damage, including assessment of
all delay events, delay culpability, and establishment
of entitlement and associated damages. Our
engineering auditors have performed thousands
of audits, including those on construction contract
payments, consultant payments, and change orders.
Our engineering audit team exhibits the highest
level of professionalism and the highest degree of
academic training, and they have the knowledge
and experience necessary to perform a variety of
auditing tasks.
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Services

Appropriate Value Assessments
Change Order Auditing, Reviewing, & Approving
Contract Compliance Verification & Interpretation
Cost Reasonableness Review
Delay Claims Damage Negotiation
Delay Claims Review & Analysis
Dispute & Delay Claim Guidance
Dispute Review & Resolution
Payment Auditing, Reviewing, & Approving
Payroll Records Review
Price Reviews for Goods / Services
Progress Review
Specification Compliance
Quantity Verification
Review of Consultant’s, Contractor’s, & Other
Vendor’s Billings
Verification of Policies & Procedures Compliance

Construction Claims & Engineering Audits

NYCDDC Resident Engineering Inspection Services
for Installation of Water Mains, Manhattan, NY |
The purpose of this project was to install water
mains and appurtenances to connect the water
distribution system to shafts 24B, 25B, 27B, and 30B.
The project scope of work included the installation
of trunk and distribution water mains of varying
sizes, new valves, regulators, chambers, sewers of
varying sizes, and reconstructed catch basins. The
audit included review of consultant’s, contractor’s,
and other vendor’s billings, prices for goods or
services, invoices, disbursements, and payroll records
for discrepancies. KC provided a report with our
findings at the end of each audit assignment. All
audits, financial and financial-related, compliance,
direct, and indirect cost audits were performed
in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards.
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Construction Claims & Engineering Audits

NYCDEP Croton Water Treatment Plant, Bronx, NY
| Croton Water Treatment Facility provides full
treatment to the water supply from the East of
Hudson Watershed. Originally constructed between
1842 and 1890, it provides about 15% of NYC’s water.
The water is conveyed to NYC via the New Croton
Aqueduct. Construction contracts for this project
include structural, equipment, HVAC, and electrical
work. Construction costs include force mains,
modifications at Jerome Park Reservoir, off-site work,
site preparation, water tunnels, and overall cost. KC
is performing all engineering audit services for this
project.

KC has been providing
engineering auditing
ser vices on multi-million
dollar design and
construction projects for
over 14 years.
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Construction Claims & Engineering Audits

NYCDEP City Tunnel No. 3 Stage 2, Part 1 Installation
of Equipment, Part 2 Construction of Trunk Mains,
Bypass Tunnel Delaware Aqueduct Shaft 5B, 6B, New
York, NY | New York City Water Tunnel No. 3 is part of
the New York City water supply system. Additionally,
it is the largest capital construction project in New
York City history. When completed, it will provide
New York City with a third connection to its upstate
water supply. The tunnel will be more than 60 miles
long and cost $6B. KC performed change order and
partial payments auditing, review, and approval as
well as field site visits.

MS4 Program Management, Mount Hope, NY |
Federal law states that permits are required for
stormwater discharges from Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) in urbanized areas.
The Town of Mount Hope falls within this MS4 area
and is required to have a stormwater management
plan and prepare annual stormwater reports. KC
has helped to ensure the Town conforms to these
regulations.
KC provided consulting services for engineering
mapping, reporting, and annual NYSDEC reports.
A map was created that showed the outfalls of
the existing stormwater catch basins in the Town
of Mount Hope. Annual MS4 reports, a stormwater
management plan, and standard report forms
were prepared for the Town as well. Site inspections
for construction sites to ensure proper stormwater
management practices were provided. KC provided
NYSDEC audit support to help ensure proper
documentation was on site and available.
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Construction Claims & Engineering Audits

CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION
The Highest Standard.

CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
The construction inspection team at KC has
consistently provided our clients with high-quality
projects delivered on time and within budget
by managing quality and cost in a safe, secure
construction environment.

Services

Our extensive portfolio includes construction
management; resident engineering and inspection;
design services during construction; condition
inspection of buildings, roads, bridges, and other
structures; and preparation of reports, cost estimates,
and construction documents.

Claims Review & Resolution

With our certified use of the Primavera Scheduling
System and thorough knowledge of the engineering
and architectural design processes, KC furnishes
the best possible service to our clients. All of our
inspectors are OSHA-certified. Our construction
inspectors meet the highest industry standards and
maintain all necessary up-to-date certifications.

As-Built Drawing Preparation
Bid Analysis & Evaluation
Change Order Review, Preparation, & Negotiation
Community Liasing
Constructability Review
Construction Inspection & Management
Construction Materials Review
Construction Support Services
Cost Estimating
Design Standards / Codes Review
Document Control & Management

Whether a project needs a professional Construction
Manager to augment the client’s staff or an on-site
construction team for inspecting work in progress,
we have the expertise to carry out a successful field
program.

Maintenance & Protection of Traffic Plans

KC’s construction inspection group contains
construction managers, resident engineers, skilled
senior and junior inspectors, and office, traffic, civil,
and structural engineers capable of managing
any project from start to finish, ensuring code and
contract compliance, performing cost reviews
and analyses, and providing thorough document
preparation.

Resident Engineering
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Monitoring Lane Closure Durations
Office Engineering / Record Keeping
Progress Reporting & Project Closeout
Shop Drawings Review
Traffic Engineering & Mitigation of Traffic Congestion

Construction Inspection

Resident Engineering Inspection Services for
Sanitary and Storm Sewers in Woodrow Road, Staten
Island, NY | The reconstruction of Woodrow Road
involved the construction of both new sanitary and
storm sewers, appurtenances on Woodrow Road
between Alexander Avenue and Arthur Kill Road,
and Best Management Practices (BMP) work. There
were two unique features for this project. First was
the installation of the 12” interceptor sewer in a 30”
jacked steel sleeve. The second unique feature
was the disposal of the stormwater by BMP to the
existing water body adjoining Alexander Avenue.
The BMP work included restoration of one acre of
wetlands and construction of bioswales to address
stormwater management for the surrounding areas.
The inspection and management of this BMP work
was provided by KC’s Restoration Specialist.
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Construction Inspection

Culvert and Drainage Improvements, Blooming
Grove, NY | KC provided architectural and
engineering design, bid phase, and construction
administration and support services for the
replacement of an undersized culvert. The scope
of work included field ROW surveying and base
mapping, preparation of highway and bridge design
packages, and project management for preparation
of contract documents. During the construction
phase of the project, KC provided construction
inspection services to ensure contract compliance,
design intent, quality of workmanship, and material
acceptance. KC also prepared as-built drawings.

We provide comprehensive
construction inspection
management services on
projects key to the region’s
infrastructure.
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Construction Inspection

MTA-MNRR Retaining Wall Design, Westchester
County, NY | The scope of this $5M project included
inspection and design services for the construction
of a new retaining wall to stabilize the existing
embankment at milepost HU 43.8 on the Hudson
Line, condition inspection / rating and inventory
of all retaining walls between milepost HU 2.76 and
43.8, and inspection and condition rating of 3 walls
located on the New Haven Line.
Services included preparation of a detailed design,
specifications, estimated construction schedules,
construction cost estimates, and construction
support services.

Resident Engineering Inspection Services for the
Installation of Sidewalks, Adjacent Curbs, and
Pedestrian Ramps, New York, NY | KC provided
resident engineering inspection services for this
NYCDDC Citywide Emergency Time and Material
contract. This project involved the replacement
of
storm-damaged
sidewalks,
emergency
collapsed sidewalks, and deteriorated sidewalks
for which notices of violations had been issued.
Work included curb replacement (concrete,
steel-faced, or granite), concrete and bluestone
sidewalk, maintenance and protection of traffic
(MPT), tree pruning, base concrete and wearing
course, installing and resetting hydrant fenders,
and modifying existing catch basins. Non-ADA
compliant handicap sidewalks and sidewalk ramps
were retrofitted as part of the required work. The
project also involved repairs of catch basins, chute
connections, manholes, utility relocations, curb and
sidewalk construction, sidewalk assessments, traffic
and street lighting, paving with concrete base,
asphalt wearing courses, and landscaping. The
project was completed on-time and within budget.
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Tri-State Mall Building Evaluation, Montague, NJ | KC
evaluated the condition of the building and assessed
steps to take if corrective action was required. KC
also inspected the existing concrete masonry wall
that was reported to have a gap between two
structures. Based on our inspection, we determined
that the two structures had been built at different

times and the gap was a result of freeze and thaw
cycles. The structure did not display any signs of
settlement, and there appeared to be no connection
between the two buildings. KC recommended the
gap be filled to prevent air and water infiltration. The
structure was determined to be structurally sound.

Reconstruction and Realignment of Myers Corners
Road, Wappinger, NY | Myers Corners Road is
one of Dutchess County’s most utilized roadways,
averaging approximately 8,500 vehicles per day.
The project scope included reconstruction of Myers
Corners Road to implement safety and quality
improvements for motorists and pedestrians. The
scope of reconstruction work included rehabilitation
and resurfacing of the roadway, asphalt milling
and paving, drainage improvements, head wall
and wing wall installation, construction of culverts,
signage, and striping.
KC provided construction inspection services for
reconstruction and realignment of Myers Corners
Road from All Angels Hill Road to State Route 376.
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Buildings on Route 9D with Asbestos, Wappingers
Falls, NY | KC and its subcontractor performed
condition and asbestos survey field work and
created a report in preparation for building
demolition at 2696 West Main Street. Asbestoscontaining materials were found. Additionally, KC
developed cost estimates and obtained quotes for
the demolition. KC performed inspection services
during the demolition of 2694 West Main Street.

Resident Engineering Inspection Services for
Construction of ROW Bioswales and Green
Infrastructure, Brooklyn, NY | This $7M project
consisted of the construction of green infrastructures
including ROW Bioswales and Greenstreets at up to
400 locations in the Borough of Brooklyn. Bioswales
are planted areas in sidewalk and parking lanes that
are designed to collect and manage stormwater
that runs off the street and sidewalk.
KC’s responsibilities included resident engineering
and inspection services associated with the project.
KC prepared the daily project diary, the daily
inspector reports, conducted all project progress
and technical meetings, reviewed and approved
the project construction schedule and updates,
provided technical guidance, and coordinated the
work of subconsultants for inspection.
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DESIGN-BUILD
Technical and Quality Experts.

DESIGN-BUILD
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
Design-build is a project-delivery system newly adopted in New York consisting of a joint bid by a construction
firm and a design firm.
This is in contrast to the design-bid-build process, by which a design firm will sell a design to a client, who is
then largely responsible for the procurement of construction services. Design-build is a cost-saving operation
for the client, usually resulting in higher value for all parties involved. Unlike design-bid-build, in which the
designer is awarded the project after a conceptual proposal, design-build typically sees teams shoulder
most or all of the cost of full practical design development. This full design is included in the final proposal,
and a winning team is awarded the project. KC takes design-build projects extremely seriously, and is eagerly
pursuing teaming opportunities.
KC has highly-qualified personnel with experience appropriate for design-build projects, including Design
and Quality Managers; Lead Structural, Civil, Utility, Geotechnical, and Hydraulic Engineers; Design Survey
Managers; and all support staff. We also assign a Design Team Coordinator to each design-build project to
manage the proposal process and project progress, as well as an ISO / Quality Control (QC) Auditor to assist
the Quality Manager with required design and construction QC auditing.
With all that experience, what makes KC a good partner for design-build projects?
Our Track Record and Talent.

Our Certifications.

Our In-House Services.

Our design personnel and our
narratives always score high.
On our last debriefing, our key
personnel received no negative
comments. Our Design Team
Coordinators are design-build
proposal compliance experts—
ensuring our team maximizes our
technical score.

KC is Minority Business Enterprise
(MBE) and ISO 9001:2015 certified,
allowing the KC Team to gain MBE
credit for design and develop
refined, approved quality control
plans following the ISO quality
management system.

We have over 100 employees
skilled and able to provide
structural,
civil,
geotechnical,
utility, and hydraulic engineering;
permitting; design survey; quality
control; and any other related or
required service for a design-build
project, making us a valuable
partner on any team. Our staff are
committed and experienced, and
their skill shows in our success.
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Design-Build

Route 28

Region 8 Bridge Replacement Design-Build, Ulster
County, NY | This design-build project included the
full replacement of two bridges: BIN 1040750 NYS
Route 209 (3-span continuous steel girder bridge
with a total span of 402 feet) over Rochester Creek
and BIN 1019700 NYS Route 28 (7-span continuous
steel girder bridge with a total span of 994 feet)
over Esopus Creek. KC performed the structural
design of the two structures, geotechnical work,
environmental permitting, surveying, roadway
design, and hydraulic analysis.
KC was the Lead Designer and our team was the
Best Value selection – we had the highest technical
score and our overall technical and cost score was
100. This project was completed one month ahead
of schedule.
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Design-Build

The New NY Bridge, Tappan Zee Hudson River
Crossing, Rockland County, NY | As part of the
design team for this design-build project, KC
provided design support services including on the
bridge approach, approach roadways, and new
maintenance access ramps connecting the Thruway
mainline and River Road, including associated
adjustments to River Road. KC also designed on and
off ramp adjustments at Interchange 9, retaining
walls and noise walls, drainage systems, signing
and pavement markings, lighting, erosion control,
and maintenance and protection of traffic. KC also
provided construction support services.

Photo credit: NYSTA

KC takes design-build
projects extremely
seriously, and is eagerly
pursuing teaming
opportunities.
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Cashless Tolling Design-Build, Statewide, NY |
The scope of work for this design-build project
includes demolition of existing toll booths at each
toll plaza location and construction of cashless
tolling gantries from approximately Exits 16 to 61 as
well as all associated signing, striping, landscaping,
and electrical work. KC is Lead Designer along
with Stantec Consulting Services Inc. as part of the
Cashless Tolling Constructors, LLC Design-Build
Team. KC’s work includes providing design for the
toll gantries; generators / MEP; and communication
buildings, including tie-in points to existing power
and fiber sources and adequate parking space.
KC also performs quality management as Quality Manager for the project, surveying, and civil and utility
engineering services.
Kew Gardens Interchange Improvements DesignBuild, New York, NY | This design-build project
includes six full bridge replacements consisting of the
demolition of the existing structures and complete
construction of the replacement bridges. In addition,
the construction of five new bridges and alignment
modifications will provide operational improvements
to the Grand Central Parkway (GCP), Jackie
Robinson Parkway (JRP), and Union Turnpike (UT) in
the Kew Gardens Interchange. The highway work
will include the realignment of the existing mainline
roadways and the interconnecting ramps within the
interchange. The project also includes construction
of cut and fill type earth retaining structures and
approach work to tie into the new bridge structures. KC, as subconsultant, is providing bridge design, utilities
design, drainage design, risk management, and quality management services. The project is currently in
progress.
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Bruckner Viaduct Deck Replacement, New York,
NY | This design-build project, which is currently in
progress, includes the rehabilitation of six bridge
decks along the Bruckner Viaduct. The scope
includes replacement of concrete deck, deck joints,
bearings, and pedestals, and repair of concrete
piers, abutments, deteriorated structural steel
members, and other structural work. It also includes
structural steel painting and miscellaneous structural
work. KC, as structural subconsultant, is providing field
verifications of all concrete substructure repair areas,
all superstructure steel replacement members, and
the types and layouts of all end diaphragms. The field
verification work on structural steel members requires
the use of 60’ and 80’ boomlifts and lane closure on
a daily basis. KC’s tasks also include preparation of
RFC drawings for all the substructures and structural
steel repair work.

Design and Construction of Emergency Repairs,
Park Avenue Viaduct at 118 th Street, Bronx, NY |
This design-build project consisted of providing
structural analysis and details for the replacement of
damaged steel columns supporting main MTA tracks
on Park Avenue. The steel structural details included
lifting operations and lifting sequence, stiffening
of the existing beams to control deflection due to
train loading during the repair period, and design
of replacement members as per AREMA Standards.
KC served as Lead Designer on this project and
completed the structural design in less than two
weeks.
KC was the Lead Designer of the selected team,
and we completed the design at an accelerated
schedule of two weeks to allow the contractor to
meet aggressive project milestones.
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Region 8 Bridge Replacement Design-Build,
Westchester County, NY | This was an $85M project
replacing the East 3 rd Street Bridge over the
Hutchinson River Parkway and 2 bridges carrying
the Saw Mill River Parkway over the Saw Mill River. KC
was the Lead Designer and was a member of one
of the three teams, from nine total, shortlisted for
the project. Despite high technical scores, our team
ultimately was not selected.

I-390 Interchange Improvements at I-490, Stages 3
and 4, Monroe County, NY | This design-build project
included preliminary design for the final two phases
of the 390 / 490 / 31 Interchange Improvement
Project. The scope of work included the design of a
new two-lane I-390 southbound flyover over the main
interchange, which included design of new bridges;
reconfiguration of the I-490 westbound ramp to the
I-390 southbound ramp; pavement rehabilitation;
signal replacement; and design of noise walls at
three locations. Despite receiving a high technical
score, our team was not selected to complete this
project.
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GEOTECHNICAL
ENGINEERING
Stability Solutions.

30 KC

Geotechnical Engineering

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
KC’s
geotechnical
engineering
group
has
the combined expertise and experience to
accommodate
clients’
diverse
geotechnical
engineering needs, such as evaluating project
sites,
coordinating
surface
and
subsurface
geotechnical investigations, analyzing laboratory
test results, evaluating critical design parameters,
recommending optimum foundation design based
on client requirements, seismic site evaluation and
liquefaction potential, and alternate foundation
design and ground improvements.
KC focuses on the preparation and documentation
of geotechnical work that, depending on the
needs of the project, may include creating
geotechnical work plans and various reports, such
as Geotechnical Baseline Reports and Foundation
Design Reports. KC’s engineers hold quality control
in the utmost regard and have extensive experience
in providing stable foundation solutions for various
structures including bridges; highways; buildings;
waterfront structures; retaining, MSE, and modular
walls; and underpinning of existing structures.
KC’s geotechnical and structural engineers
provide effective foundation designs ranging from
conventional spread footings to pile foundations
and drilled shafts. Additionally, we can provide
innovative solutions using helical piles, soil nails, and
soil anchors based on project requirements. We
have the knowledge to implement the appropriate
design, analysis, and installation solutions that lead
to a reliable finished product while considering
client needs as well as each project’s unique site
conditions, schedule, and cost.
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Services

Bearing Capacity Evaluation for Shallow Foundations
Bulkhead & Seepage Analysis
Design & Analysis of Deep Foundations
Geotechnical Baseline & Foundation Design Reports
Global Stability Analysis of Highway Embankments &
Excavations
Ground Improvements & Subgrade Stabilization
Retaining, MSE, & Modular Walls
Seismic Site Classification & Liquefaction Analysis
Settlement Analysis, Surcharge Loading Evaluation, &
Wick Drain Solutions
Site Investigation & Soil Boring Supervision
Structural Analysis of Foundation Members
Support of Excavation with Sheet Piles, Soldier Piles, &
Soil Anchors
Underpinning Design & Evaluation of Existing
Foundation Structures
Value Engineering & Alternate Foundation Design
Waterfront Structures
WEAP, PDA, & CAPWAP Analysis for Pile Foundations

Geotechnical Engineering

Pile Foundations, Brooklyn Bridge, Brooklyn, NY
| The head of KC’s geotechnical engineering
group worked on this project as an employee of
another firm. The geotechnical scope included the
rehabilitation of the Brooklyn Bridge, where a new
foundation was proposed for the existing Ramp
C. As part of staged construction, temporary pile
foundations with shoring towers were required to
support the bridge with live traffic. The scope of
work included review of boring logs, evaluation
of subsurface soil conditions and design soil
parameters, and design and analysis of 90-foot
micro piles.
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Nassau Expressway Resiliency, Hempstead, NY |
For this reconstruction project, KC performed work
for the environmental assessment, utility relocation,
drainage design, accident analysis, and surveying.
The head of KC’s geotechnical engineering group
worked on this project as an employee of another
firm. The geotechnical scope included geotechnical
investigations, design and analysis of new
embankment, slope stability analysis, development
of staged construction to stabilize soft soils and
models for utility protection, sheet pile design to
support embankment during the temporary phase,
and evaluation of existing subsurface soils to
determine reasons for continued settlement issues.

KC provides comprehensive
Geotechnical Engineering
services on projects key to
the region’s infrastructure.
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Interchange 14A Improvements, Hudson County, NJ |
This project included the construction of new ramps,
retaining walls, and sign structures on a crucial New
Jersey interchange. The head of KC’s geotechnical
engineering group worked on this project as an
employee of another firm. The geotechnical scope
included review of subsurface investigations and
geotechnical design parameters, retaining wall
foundation design, designing drilled shaft foundation
for sign structures, reviewing Crosshole Sonic Logging
(CSL) test results, providing recommendations for
foundation revisions based on field conditions, and
supervising additional investigations to confirm
design assumptions.

Geotechnical Investigation and Pile Foundation
Design, Teterboro Airfield Lighting Vault, Teterboro,
NJ | The head of KC’s geotechnical engineering
group worked on this project as an employee of
another firm. This project included a geotechnical
investigation, subsurface exploration to determine
soil conditions, determination of soil design
parameters, and design and analysis for deep
pile foundations consisting of steel pipe piles. The
geotechnical scope also included the review of
loading and allowable tolerance limits for the
foundation and the provision of alternate pile
layouts, criteria for pile capacity verification, and
seismic site loading and classification.
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Geotechnical Investigation and Pile Foundation
Design, 10-Story Residential Building, Brooklyn, NY
| The head of KC’s geotechnical engineering group
worked on this project as an employee of another
firm. The geotechnical scope included geotechnical
investigation, subsurface exploration to determine
soil conditions, seismic site loading and classification,

determination of soil design parameters, and
design and analysis of the deep pile foundation
comprised of steel pipe piles. It also included the
review of loading and allowable tolerance limits
for the foundation, and the review of settlement,
permeability, and seepage analyses for uplift on the
existing building slab due to possible flooding issues.

Green Infrastructure Bowery Bay, Queens, NY |
The head of KC’s geotechnical engineering group
worked on this project as an employee of another
firm. The geotechnical scope included performing
geotechnical
investigations
and
evaluations,
planning, and project management services. The
project also included full-time site supervision of a
subsurface investigation program, which included
more than 600 borings for proposed ROW bioswales;
in-situ permeability testing and laboratory testing of
collected soil samples; evaluation of permeability
parameters at 5 and 10 feet below ground elevation;
engineering support services; review of existing
documents and boring information as obtained
from other agencies; Sanborn map review; and
preparation of a geotechnical data report upon
completion of the subsurface investigation.
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Stapleton Waterfront Development, Staten Island, NY
| The head of KC’s geotechnical engineering group
worked on this project as an employee of another
firm. The geotechnical scope included geotechnical
investigation, settlement analysis, and slope
stability analysis along the shoreline; evaluation
of subsurface soil conditions and soil conditions
along the proposed bulkhead; determination of
design soil parameters for pavement structure;
and development of recommendations for the
foundations of proposed structures and stabilization.

Geotechnical Investigation and Pile Foundation
Design, Holland Tunnel and Lincoln Tunnel, New
York County, NY and Hudson County, NJ | The Port
Authority of NY and NJ is implementing a flood
protection system for the vent buildings along the
Lincoln Tunnel and Holland Tunnel. The head of
KC’s geotechnical engineering group worked on
this project as an employee of another firm. The
geotechnical scope included the geotechnical
investigation program, subsurface exploration
investigation to determine soil conditions, preparing
the geotechnical report, and providing foundation
recommendations for the design of a drilled shaft to
support the loading from stop logs.
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GRANT
ADMINISTRATION
Application Experts.

GRANT ADMINISTRATION
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
KC has witnessed the escalation in project costs over
the past two decades, and we are well aware of the
budgetary strains our municipal clients face due to
declines in tax revenues and increases in mandated
services. To help our clients face these challenges,
we work constantly to identify opportunities to source
funding for our projects.
KC regularly succeeds in securing funding for the
design and construction of municipal building
and infrastructure projects for our clients. We have
helped our clients secure Community Development
Block Grants (CDBG), Municipal Shared Services
Grants, and Environmental Facilities Corporation
(EFC) grants and financing, as well as Clean Water
State Revolving Fund (CWSRF) and Drinking Water
State Revolving Fund (DWSRF) grants and financing.
Our extensive experience with these programs
allows us to effectively manage them once our
client has been awarded funding, thus expediting
the submission and reimbursement process while
minimizing costs to the client.

Services

Application & Loan Research
Code Compliance
Constructability Reviews
Cost Estimates
Economic Savings
Engineering Plans
FEMA Aid
FHWA Reimbursements
Field Inspections
Grant Applications
Permitting
Plan Reviews
Project Scheduling
Safety Reviews

KC’s grant administration group consists of junior
and senior compliance specialists, constructability
reviewers,
FEMA
and
FHWA
reimbursement
coordinators, grant coordinators, permit reviewers,
and safety and quality engineers with expertise in
FEMA aid and FHWA reimbursements; permitting with
local, county, and state agencies; grant research,
application processes, and presentations; and
quality control and quality assurance reviews.
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Washington
Heights
Sidewalk
Improvements
(CDBG), Wallkill, NY | This CDBG project consisted
of installation of 900 LF of sidewalks, curbs, storm
drain, rehabilitation of existing catch basins, lighting,
and striping. The sidewalk was proposed along the
eastern side of Route 17M between Ohio Avenue and
the location across from Beakes Street in the Town of
Wallkill. KC designed the sidewalks and curbing to
allow safe travel for pedestrians of the Washington
Heights neighborhood. KC prepared the preliminary
and final surveying and mapping; designed the
sidewalks, curbs, and drainage; and prepared the
contract documents, plans, and specifications for
the project. During the administration of the grant,
KC worked closely with officials from the Town as well
as the County CDBG office.
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DeLavergne
Avenue
Reconstruction
(CDBG),
Wappingers Falls, NY | This project consisted of
the reconstruction of 1,000 LF of road, sidewalks,
and curbs; portions of the sanitary sewer main
and laterals; and the entire water main and
service connections along DeLavergne Avenue in
Wappingers Falls between Route 9D and Sheafe
Road. KC completed the application process,
allowing the Village to obtain the necessary funding
to complete the project. During the administration of
the grant, KC worked closely with officials from the
Village and the County CDBG office.

KC expedites the
submission and
reimbursement process
while minimizing costs
to the client.
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CWSRF, Wappingers Falls, NY | KC prepared the map,
plan, and report and conducted the Environmental
Records Review (ERR) for the Village of Wappingers
Falls to secure a hardship loan from the CWSRF
section of the Environmental Facilities Corporation in
the amount of $14.8M.
This project included the rebuild of 14 streets,
including sanitary sewer collection mains and
laterals; rebuild of the aerators at the Tri-Municipal
Sewer Plant; and rebuild of the sludge drying facilities
at the Tri-Municipal Sewer Plant.

Infrastructure Hardening Grants, Wallkill, NY | KC
investigated and secured grants through a program
funded by the Federal Disaster Relief Appropriations
Act designed to fund projects that reduce future
storm damage risk and enhance resiliency for
natural disasters.
The first project was modernizing the Town’s water
system by providing a centralized data acquisition
and management system. This project was already
planned and under design to prevent losses
experienced during Hurricanes Sandy, Irene, and
Lee. With this program, the Town realized a benefit of
$2.0M.
The second project provided connections to
adjoining water systems providing redundancy and
the ability to supply water to 50,000 people in 3
municipalities from up to 27 water sources. With this
program, the Town realized a benefit of $1.1M.
KC administered the application and approval
process while working closely with Town officials,
NYSDOH, and NYSEFC from the initial engineering
report through the final grant application to ensure
receipt of funds reimbursement.
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Utility and Roadway Improvements, Wappingers
Falls, NY | This project called for the complete utility
replacement and reconstruction of the roadway of
4 streets in the Village, totaling approximately 4,200
feet. KC provided engineering and surveying support
as well as construction inspection services. KC also
helped secure financing assistance from the New
York State Environmental Facilities Corporation in the
form of a $14.8M, 0% 30-year loan. This will save the
Village millions of dollars in interest charges over the
term of the loan.

East Main Street Sidewalks (DASNY), Wappingers
Falls, NY | Through DASNY and with the help of thenState Senator Gipson, KC was able to obtain a grant
that provided funding for repairs along East Main
Street in the Village of Wappingers Falls. The grant
allowed for the complete reconstruction of East Main
Street’s sidewalks in a heavy pedestrian-use area of
the Village. KC completed the application process,
allowing the Village to obtain the necessary grant to
complete the project. During the administration of
the grant, KC worked closely with officials from the
Village, DASNY, and State Senator Gipson’s office.
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Winding Brook Drainage Corridor Study, Wallkill,
NY | The Winding Brook drainage corridor traverses
several residential neighborhoods as well as
industrial and commercial zones before converging
with the Wallkill River. KC was selected by GOSR and
the Town of Wallkill to design a permanent solution
for the flooding in the stream system. Each culvert
was inspected and a detailed study was performed
to determine the best solution. The costs for the
individual culverts were estimated using standard
engineering practices, and a programmatic cost
was developed for the entire system that was
compliant with GOSR funding for the project and
accomplished the requirements of the project.

Water System Interconnect, Wallkill, NY | The Town of
Wallkill is located in close proximity to two adjoining
municipal water systems. During emergencies, the
City of Middletown and the Village of Goshen share
their water. KC, as the Town of Wallkill Engineer,
located a suitable grant and successfully pursued
a grant application, which provided for the
construction of municipal water interconnections.
KC worked closely with the Town in negotiations for
an intermunicipal agreement between both the City
and the Village and assisted the Town with securing
the required permits and approvals. The connection
with the Village of Goshen was configured to allow
water to be sourced at one municipality’s well field
and treated at the others’ treatment plants. Two
connections were made with the City of Middletown
to feed the two zones in the City and three zones in
the Town of Wallkill due to its proximity to the Town’s
booster pump station.
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LAND
DEVELOPMENT
Sustainable and Resilient.

LAND DEVELOPMENT
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
KC’s land development group is a leading provider
of feasibility studies, constraints mapping, and
conceptual development plans for commercial and
residential construction.
We provide information on the feasibility of
improving a site in conformance with all land use
regulations and existing site conditions. After the
feasibility review, we can subsequently prepare a
constraints map, which is a visually-comprehensive
plan depicting the remaining area available for the
development proposal. A conceptual development
plan then incorporates the results of the feasibility
study and constraints map. This plan may include
preliminary stormwater detention areas, proposed
utility connections, parking and potential building
areas, preliminary road layouts, and the feasible
number of conforming subdivided lots.
The planning of new construction requires both
vision and engineering excellence. Well-designed
developments take advantage of natural conditions
to accomplish an efficient layout that maximizes
development objectives while reducing construction
costs. Our diversified staff of engineers and planners
are experts at integrating new construction
within existing communities. Our understanding
of state and local permitting processes expedites
costly regulatory submissions and minimizes the
public review processes. The design team focuses
on creating site plans that are sensitive to the
community and environment while achieving land
improvements that are functional and aesthetically
pleasing.
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Services

Access & Entry Design

Office Engineering

Bridge & Highway Design &
Construction Supervision (CI)

Regulatory Approvals

Code Compliance
Community Liaising
Construction Administration
& Management

Resident Engineering
Roadway Design
Site Planning

Drainage Design

Soil Erosion &
Sediment Control
Plans

Environmental Permitting &
Analyses

Stormwater
Management

Expert Testimony

Structures Design

Feasibility Studies

Subdivision & Site
Plans

Geographic Information
System (GIS) Services
Infrastructure Planning &
Design
Land Surveying

Traffic Impact
Analysis
Vehicle & Pedestrian
Traffic Counts

Land Development

Wappingers Highway Garage, Wappingers Falls,
NY | KC provided civil engineering and surveying
services for the construction of the new highway
garage for the Village of Wappingers Falls. The 7,254
SF building was constructed on a vacant site in the
Village of Wappingers Falls on Market Street.
Our services consisted of coordinating the
necessary subsurface soil investigations, designing
and laying out the foundation, providing sanitary
sewage facilities for the building, providing water
facilities for both domestic and firefighting purposes
for the building, and designing the stormwater
management plan for the site. KC coordinated
with the Building Superintendent of the Village of
Wappingers Falls during the construction of the
building and site throughout the project.
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Orange County Veteran’s Cemetery, Goshen, NY
| KC developed a master plan for the Orange
County Veterans Memorial Cemetery as well as
provided architectural design and engineering for
pavilions, lighting, landscaping, and a plot locater.
KC analyzed the layout of the site and developed a
master plan that included site topography, roadway
configuration, access and internal circulation,
signage for both vehicles and pedestrians,
landscaping and lighting, water, sewer, irrigation,
drainage facilities, and an evaluation of the existing
structures and facilities.

The planning of new
construction requires
both vision and
engineering excellence.
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Kingston
Connectivity,
Kingston,
NY
|
KC
completed a site analysis, schematic design, design
development, and construction documents to fully
develop surface street and rail trail improvements for
Midtown Kingston.
After gathering site inventory data, KC provided
surveying services and base mapping, prepared
three schematic designs for multi-modal connections
to bring existing regional trail systems to the Midtown
Hub, created a walkable connection along the
Rondout Waterfront, completed the design of the
1.5-mile Kingston Point Rail Trail, and drafted the final
design construction drawings and specifications.

Science of the Soul Conference Center, Goshen,
NY | Science of the Soul proposed to construct
a 338,600 square foot conference / study center,
associated structures, and parking areas. KC was
responsible for assisting with preparation of the
Orange and Rockland (O&R) Electrical Service
Application, which included correspondence with
the O&R Engineer to determine the scope of work,
modification of the field survey to identify service
connection equipment locations and details,
preparation of a one-line diagram of exterior
equipment and service connection, assisting
with submission of the Electrical Load Letter, and
submission of electrical equipment cutsheets for
approval. KC designed a primary and secondary
electrical system to determine which setup would
be the preferred option. KC also provided site utility
survey, which included identification and location
of visible and accessible utilities on the project site.
All survey data was produced in New York State
Plane Coordinates System (NYSPCS) North American
Datum (NAD83), Eastern Zone.
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Warwick Public Transit Garage, Warwick, NY | KC
provided architectural and engineering services to
complete the design of the Warwick Public Transit
Garage, including the design of the prefabricated
steel building, foundation, and slab-on-grade;
plumbing systems; roof drainage system; heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems;
and other components. Additionally, KC prepared
technical specifications for the project to comply

with all current code provisions.
During the design phase, KC was committed
to delivering a facility with both exceptional
functionality and aesthetic appeal. Accordingly,
special consideration was given to the rural
character intrinsic to the area in addition to the
building’s proximity to a main artery to the village
and its placement within the Town building complex.

Streetscape
and
Riverfront
Access
Design,
Plattsburgh, NY | The project scope included
sidewalk and street improvements and widening,
green space and lighting enhancements, and
implementation of traffic calming measures. KC
determined current and estimated future walkability
conditions; provided design input and analysis
for potential conflicts with parking and waterfront
recreation; reviewed project specifications and
final design drawings; provided drawings in support
of relevant permit applications; and conducted
ADA, Rehabilitation Act, and Title VI Conformance
summaries. KC also provided supplementary survey
services to support development of construction
drawings for the City as well as bid phase support
services for development of technical specifications.
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WillsWay Equestrian Center, Goshen, NY | The project
consisted of redeveloping an underutilized 130-acre
horse farm in the Town of Goshen. KC was retained
by the new owner for due diligence and master
planning of the proposed farm and equestrian
facilities. The existing barn was determined to
be salvageable and complete renovation was
proposed. It now includes 15 boarding stalls, a tack
room, storage rooms, and garage. A new 200’ by
85’ indoor riding arena was designed to allow for
year-round usage of the facilities along with an
administration building with climate-controlled tack
rooms, offices, a kitchen, and an elevated viewing
area.

NYSDOT Salt Barn, Hauppauge, NY | KC provided
consulting services to the NYSDOT for construction
of a salt shed in Hauppauge, NY. KC worked closely
with another firm to develop the architectural plans
for the 104 x 70 foot salt storage shed, which is
capable of storing up to 3,000 cubic yards of salt. KC
performed all of the site development and worked
closely with the architect, designed the electrical
system, and wrote the specifications for the project.
One of the requirements was completion of the salt
shed by the end of November so that it could be
used that winter. The project design was started in
mid-July, and salt was being stored in the shed by
mid-December.
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LAND SURVEYING
Cutting-Edge Technology.

LAND SURVEYING
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
KC’s land surveying group is a leading provider
of boundary and topographic surveying, base
mapping, right-of-way mapping with GPS control,
and geographic information system (GIS) services.
We continue to invest in the latest developments
in GPS technology and personnel training as part
of our commitment to provide quality service at
competitive rates. We have in-house capabilities
for performing Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and
analysis, word processing, and cost estimating. Real
Time Kinematic (RTK) surveying and differential rapid
static GPS are our preferred methods for performing
a variety of surveying services such as construction
layouts, topographic and as-built surveys, wetland
locations, aerial photo control, and hydrographic
surveys. KC’s newest pieces of survey equipment,
our laser scanners, allow us to pick up the full detail
of roadway corridors with minimal impacts to the
traveling public. The scanners’ capabilities cut field
time in half and produce high-quality and detailed
survey plans.
KC’s land surveying group consists of dedicated
professional land surveyors, party chiefs, instrument
people, GIS technicians, draftsmen, engineering
technicians, and CAD operators with experience
researching and recording all types of survey data
and with extensive experience out in the field in
varying terrains and weather.
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Aerial Photogrammetry
Control

Geodetic Networks
for GIS Databases

American Land Title
Association (ALTA) &
American Congress on
Surveying and Mapping
(ACSM) Standards

GPS Coordination

As-Built Surveys

Planimetric &
Topographic Data for
GIS

Automated & SemiAutomated Vectorization
Conversion of Hard-Copy
Source Information
Deeds & Records Research
Digital Depth Sounders &
GPS Receivers
Digital Land Base Mapping
DTM to Compile
Topographic Mapping
Dynamic Three-Dimensional
Terrain Modeling
Environmental Surveys
FAA 1A / 2C Certifications
Ground Control Surveys &
Field Verifications

High Definition (HD)
Laser Scanning
Monumentation

Right-of-Way (ROW)
Mapping
Sun & Star Shots
Survey Plans, Reports,
& Legal Descriptions
Topographic / Utility /
Deformation Surveys
Traditional
Conversion Option
/ Board Digitizing /
Tracing Paper Source
Documents
USGS Level 1 & Level
2 DTMs
Vertical Controls /
Benchmarks

Land Surveying

NYCEDC East Midtown Greenway (EMG), New York,
NY | The intent of this project was to construct a
continuous public waterfront esplanade over the
East River in Manhattan, NY. The EMG’s southern
and northern termini are East 53 rd Street and
East 61st Street. The project also included a new
pedestrian bridge that provides access to the
esplanade at 54th Street and Sutton Place South. KC
performed the topographic survey, utility survey, and
easement survey for the project. Work associated
with the production of these deliverables included
a comprehensive investigation of all available
record utility and government agency maps. KC
also researched available design drawings, as-built
drawings, and aerial maps spanning approximately
80 years to understand site conditions, both
above and below ground. KC’s survey crew also
coordinated with an arborist to accurately measure,
classify, and record all trees within the project limits.
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Taste NY Farm Market Initiative, Suffolk County, NY |
KC was responsible for providing surveying services
in addition to design services for the development
of a Taste NY rest area in Long Island, NY. This
project received the ASCE Quality of Life award. KC
provided base mapping and other tasks including
research, boundary, and right-of-way resolution
of the Long Island Expressway and County road
bounds, mapping in MicroStation InRoads format,
coordination with the Nassau County DPW and
NYSDOT Region 10, on-site control in SPC as baseline
for NYSDOT acquisition mapping, creation of bounds
and descriptions, and development of parcel
acquisition mapping to NYSDOT standards.

The basic principles of
surveying have changed
little over the ages, but
the tools used by surveyors
have evolved.
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Long Island Railroad (LIRR) Surveying, New York,
NY | KC performed ROW survey for the 7 corridors
outside of the LIRR ROW for the 60 parcels identified
in the draft SEQRA scoping document and
performed the field survey necessary to locate
approximate or precise locations of private and/
or public underground utilities. All work was done
in accordance with the NYSDOT ROW Mapping
Procedure Manual. KC also provided underground
utility location / verification within seven corridors
located in Nassau County, locating the already
marked out utilities, analyzing and plotting the
utility plates, and editing utility locations on the
photogrammetric mapping provided by the NYSDOT.

Shoreham Deep Water Port Feasibility Study,
Brookhaven, NY | KC was engaged to perform
surveying and engineering services in support of the
Governor’s Office initiative to provide a feasibility
study for developing a proposed deep water port
at the abandoned nuclear power plant site in
Shoreham, Suffolk County.
Survey tasks included setting horizontal and vertical
control for a photogrammetric survey of the 125 +/acre plant site area and bathymetric survey of the
1 mile channel servicing the original power plant
site. Additional tasks included providing primary
control azimuth pairs to NYSDOT specifications,
ROW determination of bounds of Old County Road,
topographic mapping of the 800 +/- surrounding
project limits, and research / plotting of the LIPA and
National Grid parcels defining the project limits and
utility corridors serving the plant site.
Photogrammetric and hydrographic mapping was
field edited and subsequently incorporated into a
digital base map, which blended publicly available
topography and planimetric with the aerial,
bathymetric, and ground survey data. Parcel plots,
ROWs, and easements were included in the mapping
to be utilized by other project design team members.
All data was produced in NYSPCS, LI Zone 3104 (NAD
83), and NAVD 88, with conversions given for the
local tidal datum.
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West Islip Pump Station Generator, Islip, NY |
The project scope included architectural and
engineering services for design of a long-term pump
station generator. KC was responsible for providing
land surveying services in connection with the
design of the pump station generator, including
locating all visible utilities, property and ROW lines,
and additional features on or close in proximity to
the project site. Mapping was produced in NYSPCS,
New York State LI Zone (NAD83), and datum was
produced in NAVD88.

Priority Surface Treatments, Suffolk County, NY | The
project sought to restore the highway pavement
surface at multiple locations to a distress-free
condition. The scope of work included two-inch
milling of existing asphalt riding surface, isolated full
depth pavement repair, two inches of new top course
asphalt resurfacing, installation and/or upgrade
of sidewalk curb ramps, new pavement markings,
and traffic signal loop and traffic count loop
replacement where necessary. KC provided design
survey of the project sites, including supplemental
field survey, pedestrian ramp evaluation, and utility
and drainage casting inventory. KC assisted with
preparing the construction cost estimate, advanced
detailed plans and all related preliminary progress
plans for highway design, and the final plans,
specifications, and estimates.
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CWSRF Corridor Survey, Wappingers Falls, NY | This
project consisted of providing linear topographic
and utility surveys for approximately five miles of
roadway corridor within the Village, phased over
a five-year period. Work began with aerial control
for photogrammetric base mapping with one foot
contour intervals covering the entire Village limits.
Ground surveys were performed on surface and
subsurface utilities and all planimetric features to
supplement the base mapping and to provide
sections and profiles along the various right-ofway corridors, which included State and municipal
roadways.

Greenkill Avenue Bridge Replacement, Kingston,
NY | KC provided survey work that consisted of
Broadway, Greenkill Avenue, and CSX Railroad
right-of-ways, as well as the adjoining commercial
and residential parcels. KC provided base mapping
for design assessment for rehabilitation and
replacement of a dual-purpose street and the
railroad bridge over Broadway, networked GPS
observations performed to establish SPC coordinates
and on-site benchmarks in NAVD 88 datum, and
researched recovery of monumentation and
resolution of railroad, private parcels, and easements
of record.
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MUNICIPAL
ENGINEERING
Strict Specifications.

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
The municipal engineering group at KC serves
municipal clients throughout the Hudson Valley,
including clients in Orange, Sullivan, and Dutchess
Counties.
We have exceeded expectations on hundreds of
infrastructure and building projects in this area,
including municipal buildings, community centers,
wastewater treatment plants, water treatment and
source development, and transportation projects.
This work involves the preparation of design drawings,
contract documents, and bid specifications. Our firm
manages these projects through the bid process to
the final construction phases, providing complete
project oversight. We currently serve as municipal
engineers for the Towns of Wallkill, Bethel, and Milan,
the Village of Wappingers Falls, and the Tri-Municipal
Sewer Commission. KC has in the past also served as
municipal engineers for the Towns of Wappinger and
Mount Hope, and the Village of Rhinebeck.
KC’s municipal engineering group consists of
skilled civil, resident, structural, office, wastewater,
water, environmental, electrical, and traffic
engineers; junior and senior inspectors; construction
managers; land surveyors, party chiefs, draftsmen,
CADD operators, engineering technicians, GIS
coordinators, and instrument people; and grant
coordinators,
permit
reviewers,
compliance
specialists,
constructability
reviewers,
and
community liaisons all with experience servicing the
needs of local towns and villages.
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Services

As-Built Drawing Preparation

Land Surveying

Civil Engineering

Office Engineering

Code Compliance

Permitting Support

Community Liaising

Plan Reviews

Constructability Reviews

Resident Engineering

Construction Management
& Inspection

Site Development

Deeds & Records Research
Document Support
Drainage & Sewer System
Design
Electrical Engineering

Stormwater
Management
Structural
Engineering
Traffic Engineering
Utility & Lighting
Design & Relocation

Environmental &
Geotechnical Analyses
Environmental Engineering
Geotechnical Engineering
Grant Applications &
Coordination

Value Engineering
Support
Wastewater
Treatment
Water Supply

Highway & Roadway Design

Municipal Engineering

Water System Capital Improvements Master Plan,
Wallkill, NY | KC was tasked with preparing a
water system master plan for the Town of Wallkill
with a specific focus on capital improvements and
assessing the financial condition of the system as a
whole. The Town of Wallkill water system consists of
3 water treatment plants, 8 water storage tanks,
and more than 75 miles of water distribution piping
that was in place before the water system was
consolidated. The system produces and distributes
an average of over 800M gallons of water every year.
KC archived, cataloged, and analyzed over 1,000
plans and as-built drawings that were available
for the water system to determine the condition of
the facilities and the age, size, and material of the
water distribution system. The end result provided
information on over 99% of the water system assets.
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Two Sanitary Pump Station Upgrades And Two
Sewer Force Main Replacements, Bethel, NY | As
part of this project, KC provided consulting services
for design, NYSDEC permitting, engineer’s reports,
preparation of contract documents, construction
inspections, and support services during startup.
Project components included the 1,150-foot Route
17B 8-inch sanitary sewer force main, the 525-foot
Central Avenue 8-inch sanitary sewer force main, the
Route 17B pump station, two wet wells, a flow meter,
a new concrete block pump station, a new standby
generator, and erosion / sediment control.

I am very satisfied
with the engineering
services supplied by KC
Engineering.
Tom Morris
Village of Wappingers Falls
Planning Board
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Franny Reese Park, Wappingers Falls, NY | The scope
of construction work included sawcut pavement
and pavement, curbing, and sidewalk removal;
reconstruction of existing concrete curb and
sidewalks; installation of mechanically-stabilized
retaining walls, fencing, and site lighting; and
additional site development work. KC provided
area and initial site mapping, topographic survey
and base mapping, asbestos report development,
advancement of the conceptual plan and
preparation of preliminary working drawings, State
Environmental Quality Review (SEQR) support for
buildout of the conceptual plan, preparation of an
Environmental Assessment Form, and preparation
of contractual bid documents and opinions of
probable construction cost for bidding.

Wappingers Dam, Wappingers Falls, NY | The scope
of work included an in-depth inspection of the dam
structure; preparation of construction documents,
plans, and specifications for the rehabilitation of
the dam; assistance in the bidding process; and
construction inspection and management services.
In the design stage, KC prepared design reports
including findings, recommendations, and a detailed
repair plan. KC prepared an estimate and technical
specifications, provided pre-bid services including
conduction of a pre-bid conference, responded to
requests for clarification as needed, performed a
bid analysis complete with recommendations, and
distributed final construction documents and bid
documents.
In the construction stage, KC conducted and
documented
a
pre-construction
meeting,
performed construction inspection visits, held
progress meetings with the on-site contractor,
responded to requests for clarification, reviewed and
processed the contractor’s submittals, performed
a final inspection of the completed work, prepared
a punch list, and performed a final walkthrough to
verify its completion.
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Administration Building Rehabilitation, Bethel, NY |
The Town of Bethel Kauneonga Lake Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) Administration Building was
significantly damaged by a fire at the plant. The
garage, chemical storage rooms, laboratory, and
offices all suffered damage when the plant’s electric
vehicle caught fire. The mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing systems all required repair.

KC inspected the building for fire damage, including
structural repairs, MEP systems, and all finished areas.
The building was found not suitable for occupation.
KC provided consulting services for design of
the replacement electrical system, repairs to the
plumbing and HVAC systems, design of a new fire
alarm system, and interior finishes.

Water Treatment Plant Solar Array, Wappingers
Falls, NY | This project consisted of the design and
construction of the solar array for the 1.0 MGD Water
Treatment Plant in the Village of Wappingers Falls.
This water treatment plant designed by KC was
constructed to provide for the Village of Wappingers
Falls’ future water needs, replacing an aging plant.
The solar panel system includes a grid design
system of solar panels mounted on a post and rail
support system. It provides power to the plant for
daily operations. KC assisted the Village during the
NYSERDA grant application process, which resulted
in securing funding for this project. KC also provided
the site layout for the solar panels.
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Battenfeld Intersection Improvements, Milan, NY |
The skewed T-intersection of Battenfeld Road and
Shookville Road was neither controlled nor striped.
The intersection also had sight distance limitations on
the Shookville approach and the southerly approach
of Battenfeld. KC explored a few alternatives to
improve the intersection for the safety of drivers and
also help achieve better sight distances.
The sight distance to check for on-coming vehicles
traveling north on Battenfeld was very limited.
The large trees and brush (on the right) behind
the guardrail were therefore removed and the
approaches narrowed. A stop sign was added for
the southbound vehicles on Battenfeld Road.

Municipal Parking Lot, Wappingers Falls, NY | The
Mill Street parking lot has 2 retaining walls, totaling
approximately 186 linear feet, of various heights
and construction running along the south and east
boundary of the property. The east retaining wall
height varies from 10′ to 14′ in height with a 2′ to 4′
curb reveal. The south retaining wall is approximately
5’ in height and ends at grade.
The scope of the retaining wall services completed
for this site included the inspection and evaluation of
the existing retaining walls and parking area above
as well as preliminary design and estimating for the
repair and replacement of various sections of the
wall. Specifications of recommended materials and
procedures for the repair to the wall and stairs were
provided.
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Technically and Aesthetically Excellent.

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
KC’s structural engineering group consists of our
structural engineers who, combined with our civil
engineering and surveying professionals, provide
extensive capabilities in the rehabilitation and
replacement of existing structures and design of new
steel and concrete structures.
We have extensive experience in foundation design
ranging from conventional spread footings to pile
foundations and drilled shafts. We are committed to
creative, ingenious solutions that provide our clients with
the best possible design services on complex projects.
KC’s design experts are practiced in rehabilitation
design and in the design of new bridges, from simple
span bridges to complex structures with curved girder
design. We utilize a broad range of modern building
materials and have developed bridge superstructure
and substructure designs for highways, railroads,
and light rail applications. Our engineers are well
versed with changes and updates made to the
design requirements for seismic requirements and
wind loading standards for structures. KC’s structural
engineering group contains many structural, civil,
traffic, geotechnical, and environmental engineers
and land surveyors experienced in code compliance
and permitting, ROW mapping, drainage and
stormwater management design, traffic engineering
including maintenance and protection of traffic
and lighting design, guiderail and foundation
design, seismic and wind vulnerability analyses, and
structural integrity and load rating design for bridges,
culverts, temporary structures, buildings, gantries,
sign structures, and more.
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Code Compliance
Community Liaising
Demolition Design
Design and Analysis of Bridges / Culverts, Buildings /
Facilities, & Gantries / Sign Structures
Drainage Design
Environmental & Geotechnical Analyses
Foundation Design & Analysis
Geotechnical Engineering
Lighting Design
Load Ratings & Structural Analysis
Retaining Wall Design & Analysis
Seismic Vulnerability Assessment
Special Structures Design
Stormwater Management
Traffic Engineering
Utility Design & Relocation

Structural Engineering

Replacement of County Bridge No. K1009 Dubois
Road over Cory’s Brook, Warren, NJ | This project
consisted of the replacement of the existing bridge
that carries Dubois Road over Cory’s Brook with a
reinforced concrete rigid frame culvert supported on
spread footing. The project also included obtaining
all necessary NJDEP permits, including a soil erosion
permit, coordination with utility companies for
relocation of their facilities, and a traffic detour plan.
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Replacement of Union Street Culvert over Deep Voll
Brook, Hawthorne, NJ | This project consisted of the
replacement of an existing bridge that carries Union
Street over Deep Voll Brook with reinforced concrete
precast slab beams supported by reinforced
concrete cantilever abutments resting on spread
footings. It also included obtaining all necessary
NJDEP permits, a flood hazard area individual
permit, freshwater wetlands general permits, a soil
erosion permit, coordination with utility companies
for relocation of their facilities, and a traffic detour
plan.

We are committed to
creative, ingenious
solutions that provide
our clients with the best
possible design ser vices
on complex projects.
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Robert Moses Causeway over Fire Island Inlet,
Suffolk County, NY | Bridge inspection reports and
load rating calculations indicated that the steel
superstructure, constructed in 1965, was no longer
properly supporting legal load requirements and
many steel superstructure elements were in an
advanced state of deterioration. The project scope
included engineering consulting services to develop
plans, specifications, and an estimate for critical
steel repairs, including in-depth inspection and Level
I Load Rating for the entire bridge, determining the
section loss on the main load carrying members,
and preparing steel repair details and contract
documents for improving the condition of structural
steel framing and removing load posting.

Replacement of County Bridge No. H0401 Cortelyous
Bridge over Nine Mile Run, Somerset County, NJ |
The project scope included design and construction
of a new bridge capable of carrying unrestricted
legal loads and providing a clear roadway for two
lanes of traffic. KC was responsible for investigating
and recommending the most suitable structure
for the proposed bridge, including a precast
rigid frame culvert with cast-in-place parapets,
veneer, and cast-in-place footings or a precast
arch with fascia veneer, guide rails, and cast-inplace footing. Drainage design was required for the
roadway approaches, including determination and
evaluation of runoff areas contributing to roadway
drainage as well as identification of drainage
boundaries. KC also provided field survey of the
project site.
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Rehabilitation or Replacement of Bridge BIN 1018259
Wellwood Avenue CR-3 over Sunrise Highway NY-27,
Babylon, NY | This project included the preparation
of Design Approval Documents (Phases I-IV) and
30% complete Final Design (Phases V-VI) for the
rehabilitation or replacement of the Wellwood
Avenue bridge over Sunrise Highway.

The work included Preliminary Design (Phases I-IV) to
obtain design approval, the preparation of contract
documents including 30% complete Final Design
(Phases V-VI) documents, design drawings, structural
evaluations, and maintenance and protection of
traffic.

Bridge Parapet Reconstruction, Nassau and Suffolk
Counties, NY | This bridge parapet replacement
project consisted of structural improvements to make
the highway appurtenance and its approaches safer
for both the roadway over and under at each of the
locations. This included replacing masonry bridge
parapets with stone faced and capped structural
concrete parapets, repointing stone masonry as
necessary, replacing or upgrading approach guide
rails as required to meet current safety standards,
repairing or replacing sidewalks as needed, and
installing pedestrian fencing where warranted.
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I-95 Replacement of 2 Bridges and Rehabilitation
of 4 Bridges, Westchester County, NY | This project
completed the final mile of a 15-mile reconstructed
segment of I-95. The span included a six-ramp
interchange system with the Cross Westchester
Expressway and Midland Avenue. The project
scope included full replacement of two bridges
and rehabilitation of four bridges located on or over
I-95. The scope of work also included reconstruction
of permanent pavement of the mainline and
associated ramps, roadway improvement, and
drainage and utility work. KC was responsible for
realignment of a temporary roadway to reduce the
width of the temporary bridge carrying the roadway
and design of abutments, piers, and profiles for the
temporary bridge.

Ocean Parkway Shared-Use Path (SUP), Nassau and
Suffolk Counties, NY | This project included design
and construction of a 10-mile SUP adjacent to
Ocean Parkway in the Towns of Oyster Bay, Babylon,
and Islip. The project included four pre-fabricated
pedestrian bridges at Tobay Beach, West Gilgo
Beach, Cedar Beach, and Gilgo Beach. The scope
of work included final design services (Phases V and
VI) associated with the SUP, including design of traffic
calming measures, speed tables, flexible delineators,
signing, and striping as well as bike parking areas.
KC provided design and survey services for the
project, including development of the profile and
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) for the proposed SUP
alignment; design of the wingwalls for the pedestrian
bridges, including the excavation and embankment
details and bar lists; and project management and
oversight.
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WASTEWATER TREATMENT
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
KC’s wastewater treatment group has designed,
observed construction of, and assisted with
operation of over 70 facilities. We work with
government, industrial, and private clients to meet a
full range of wastewater related needs.

Services

We approach each project with innovative and
creative expertise to deliver comprehensive
engineering services that solve the most intricate
wastewater challenges from concept through
design, construction, and operation.

Conceptual Design

In addition, KC has designed, supervised the
construction of, and/or evaluated more than 30
industrial wastewater treatment systems. These
include rendering plants, dairy wastes, poultry
and egg processing, commercial laundry, metal
plating, chemical, winery, and food processing
systems. Our wastewater services help increase
capacity and improve the performance of existing
treatment facilities. KC strives to meet strict water
discharge policies, conserve energy, and reduce
environmental
impact.
We
serve
municipal
wastewater facilities, hospitals, hotels, nursing homes,
residential developments, and schools.

Activated Sludge Plants
Collection Systems & Pump Stations
Community Liaising
Design Support During Construction
Detailed Design
Environmental Analyses
Infiltration / Inflow Reduction
Master Planning
Membrane Bioreactor Plants
O&M Manual Drafting
Odor Control
SCADA / Computer Observation & Control Design
Septage Receiving Stations
Technical Support for Plant Operation & Training

KC’s wastewater treatment group consists of
skilled wastewater, water, civil, and environmental
engineers as well as proficient plant designers with
experience in all aspects of wastewater collection,
supply, and treatment, including wastewater
treatment plants, sewers, and pump stations.
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Tri-Municipal Sewer Commission Aeration System
Replacement, Poughkeepsie, NY | As part of this
project, KC provided consulting services for the
design of a diffused air fine bubble aeration system
to replace the fixed surface aeration system. The fine
bubble aeration system will provide more efficient
oxygen delivery in the aeration basins while reducing
the requirement for free board, thereby increasing
potential treatment capacity within the existing
aeration basins. The fine bubble aeration system also
employs a sophisticated control system that monitors
the dissolved oxygen levels and pressure of the
system. This information is fed back into the control
system to raise and lower the speed of the blowers
as required. This type of system will greatly reduce
the utility expenses at the facility and provide better
overall treatment of the wastewater flow.
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Aeration Basin Upgrade, Bethel, NY | The
Kauneonga Lake Sewer District (KLSD) Wastewater
Treatment Plant uses two aerated lagoons to provide
biological treatment for up to 0.6-MGD of sewage.
KC worked with the plant operators and NYSDEC to
specify replacement aerators for rehabilitation of
the basin. The replacement will allow for operation
of the basin for another 20 years. KC provided the
consulting services for the engineering design,
NYSDEC permitting, engineer’s reports, preparation
of contract documents, construction inspection and
management, and support services during startup
and operation.

KC strives to meet
strict water discharge
policies, conser ve
energy, and reduce
environmental impact.
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Pump Station Piping Modifications, Wappingers
Falls, NY | KC provided the design, preparation
of contract documents, and engineering services
during startup and construction of this project. Before
the modifications, two of the valves in the discharge
force main became inoperable. It was determined
that the best solution to control flow from the pumps
to the force mains was to modify the piping in the
pump station and add a new valve. Tasks included
installation of temporary piping to carry the sewage
during the work, modification of the surge relief
piping to make room for new sewage piping, and
installation of control valves and new sewer sections
from the pump station to the existing flow meter.

Raw Sewage Pump Replacement, Wallkill, NY | As
part of this project, KC provided consulting services
for the replacement of 3 shaft-driven 60HP raw
sewage pumps with dry pit immersible pumps. KC
worked closely with the Plant Operators to select
a pump system that minimizes the dangerous
maintenance tasks involved with the extended
drive shaft. The project also included a complete
rehabilitation of the pump room, including
sandblasting and painting of the piping, new valving,
and an epoxy floor finish. A new motor control
center and control system was also designed and
installed as part of the project. The Town’s electrical
demands have seen a significant reduction since
the installation of the new, more efficient pumps.
The Town maintenance employees have expressed
satisfaction with the significant reduction in noise
and dangerous maintenance tasks involved with the
old pumping system.
Services included the engineer’s report, preparation
of
contract
documents,
design
drawings,
construction inspection, and engineering support
services during startup.
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South Street Pump Station Emergency Generator
Replacement, Suffern, NY | This pump station serves
as the primary pump station within the sanitary
sewer collection system and received significant
damage during Hurricane Irene. KC was responsible
for providing engineering consulting services for the
project, which included performing site and existing
condition investigations and preparing design
documents, specifications, and the engineering
cost estimate. KC also provided bid phase
services, including preparation of bid and contract
documents.
Tri-Municipal
Facility
HVAC
Improvements,
Wappingers Falls, NY | KC evaluated the HVAC and
hot water system to determine the most efficient
approach for replacement. Replacement of the
complete furnace and fan coil unit was determined
to be an impractical and ineffective solution. A
phased approach, utilizing independent split unit
systems, was determined to be the most effective
solution. This would allow for more consistent and
effective heating and cooling of the various spaces
within the facility, depending on use. The water
heating unit replacement utilized an on-demand
system suitable for the minimal hot water used at
the facility. These modifications allowed for the
downsizing of the existing central furnace and
associated fuel storage tank.
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FlexRake Bar Screen Installation, Wallkill, NY |
Due to an increased frequency of clogging at the
plant, which was attributed in part to the increased
use of “flushable” wipes (rags), plant operators
were required to take the pumps apart weekly to
remove the clog before returning the pump back
to service. In order to protect the Town’s investment
and eliminate recurring maintenance on the raw
sewage pumps and other areas of the plant, KC
proposed to install two mechanically-cleaned
bar screens upstream of the raw sewage pumps.
The mechanically-cleaned bar screens now allow
wastewater to flow through while filtering debris from
the influent channel.

Phase III and IV Sewer Rehabilitation, Bethel, NY |
Phase III of the rehabilitation of the KLSD sanitary
sewer collection system required relining 11,300 feet
of pipe, repairing 53 concrete block manholes, and
replacing 58 shoreline pipe laterals from residences
to the collector pipes. Phase IV required replacing
4,352 feet of northern interceptor pipes, repairing
or replacing 9 manholes, and replacing 21 lateral
pipes. KC provided field survey of the project site;
provided manhole inspections, focusing primarily
on factors contributing to inflow and deformation
of manhole caps and seals; prepared a report
with findings and recommendations for repair or
replacement and opinions of probable construction
cost; and completed SEQR forms while assisting the
Town Board in satisfying SEQR requirements. KC also
prepared contract plans, including construction
plans, sewer profiles, baseline ties and working
points, construction details, specifications, and cost
estimates.
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WATER SUPPLY
At KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC), our interdisciplinary team ensures responsible
solutions tailored to planning challenges and specific clients’ needs.
KC’s water supply group combines experience
and insight to create long-term water solutions that
manage water resources and provide safe and
reliable drinking water supplies.
We have years of solid, comprehensive experience
in developing new water sources as well as
improving and expanding existing delivery systems.
We have located sources of supply and designed
treatment, storage, and distribution systems for
scores of municipalities, over 50 major residential
developments, and numerous industrial plants,
shopping centers, and hotels.
KC achieves water solutions with a balanced
approach to the water cycle including sourcing,
treatment, transport, reuse and recovery, and return
to the environment. Our services include master
planning, geographic information system (GIS),
structural assessment, hydraulic modeling, and
rehabilitation. KC can assist in planning, inspection,
maintenance, and regulatory compliance. We
approach each project with innovative and creative
expertise to deliver comprehensive environmental
engineering and management consulting services
that solve the most intricate water challenges.

Services

Automatic Meter Reading
Chemical Addition &
Containment
Chlorination
Community Liaising
Distribution Systems
Emergency Backup Power
Environmental Analyses
Filtration
Laboratory Facilities
New Source Identification

O&M Manual
Drafting
Pressure Reducing
Valves
Pump Stations
Surface Water
Supplies
Tankage
Treatment
UV Disinfection
Well Systems

KC’s water supply group consists of skilled water,
wastewater, civil, and environmental engineers with
experience in all aspects of water collection, supply,
and treatment, including water treatment plants,
wells, drainage plans, stormwater management,
water mains, and catch basins.

We are continually on call to assist during
emergencies and provide quick conceptual
responses to meet the needs of each client. In
hundreds of assignments, we have proven our ability
to execute intricate projects while meeting budget
and delivery deadlines.
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Water Storage Tanks, Wallkill, NY | The Wallkill
Consolidated Water District has 8 storage tanks built
between 1987 and 2000. The total storage volume
is 11M gallons. All of the tanks are welded steel and
cylindrical in shape. KC provided the conceptual
upgrade plan, design, preparation of contract
documents, and engineering services during
construction and startup. Key project components
included: Tower Drive (low pressure system): 76’ by
59’ 2M gallon tank and 54’ by 59’ 1M gallon tank;
Inwood Road (low pressure system): 86’ by 47’ 2M
gallon tank; Overhill Road (low pressure system): 60’
by 51.5’ 1M gallon tank; Connors Road (high pressure
system): 96’ by 39’ 2M gallon tank and 68’ by 38’ 1M
gallon tank; and Washington Heights (Washington
Heights pressure system): 45’ by 82’ two 1M gallon
tanks.
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Water System Modernization, Wallkill, NY | The goal
of this project was to provide a supervisory control
and data acquisition system (SCADA) to monitor all
of the facilities that serve the Wallkill Consolidated
District. This system will allow for faster emergency
response times and remote monitoring of critical
system processes. The scope of this project and
the interdependence of the facilities in the Wallkill
Consolidated Water District required close attention
to the order in which the work was performed. By
maintaining a strict order of tasks, water service
interruption was successfully avoided.

KC achieves water
solutions with a balanced
approach to the water
cycle, from sourcing,
treatment, transport, and
reuse and recovery to
return to the environment.
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East of Hudson Watershed Corporation (EOHWC)
Stormwater Retrofit Projects (SRPs); Northern
Westchester, Putnam, and Dutchess Counties, NY
| KC was awarded several projects with EOHWC to
provide design, permitting, and construction phase
services for a series of SRPs that helped meet the
requirements for phosphorus reduction as defined
by the NYSDEC. The goal of each project was to
reduce the levels of phosphorus in stormwater runoff.
At this site, located in the watershed of the New York
City water supply system east of the Hudson River,
reduction of phosphorus helped to protect the water
quality and comply with the Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4).

Adirondacks Welcome Center, Warren County,
NY | This project served to construct a new I-87
northbound welcome center in West Glens Falls,
NY. The new facility replaced an existing rest area
in excess of 25 years old. The new Adirondacks
Welcome Center included construction of a new
building with parking lot and boat inspection areas,
lighting, a new septic system, waterline work, and
utility upgrades.
As subconsultant, KC was responsible for assisting
NYSDOT with reviewing and reapplying for NYSDEC
State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES),
water connection system design, and septic system
permitting.
KC also provided detailed design for water supply,
wastewater septic, and stormwater systems;
design survey and mapping for confirmation of
existing infrastructure; preliminary building and site
construction cost estimating; and existing utilities
identification and coordination. KC also developed
site drainage, sanitary system, and grading design
alternatives; identified existing drainage basins to
determine the impact of proposed construction
on erosion and sedimentation; developed the
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP); and
prepared cross sections to outline existing ground
and proposed roadway surfaces.
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Rykowski Water Treatment Plant, Wallkill, NY | The
Rykowski Lane Water Supply and Treatment System
consists of six wells and a water treatment plant.
The Orange County Department of Health ruled
that additional treatment should be added to the
plant due to particles of similar size to Giardia and
Cryptosporidium found in nearby wells. KC prepared
a conceptual upgrade plan. The chosen treatments

included a coagulant to improve the filtration of
the particles and an ultraviolet disinfection system,
which provided additional capacity to achieve 5 log
removal. KC also provided the conceptual upgrade
plan, design, preparation of contract documents,
and engineering services during startup and
construction.

LaGuardia Airport Trunk Main Relocation, Queens,
NY | This project included utility trunk line relocations
and temporary utilities inside LaGuardia Airport
(LGA). The scope included engineering services
for the connection of existing utilities, maintaining
uninterrupted service to all infrastructures inside and
outside of the project limits, and tees and valves for
future use by the LGA’s Central Terminal Building,
garages, and roadway. The project also improved
serviceability of the utilities. KC prepared final design
and contract documents for the installation of utilities
north of the Grand Central Parkway, the relocation
of utilities at Parking Lots 1 and 4, and the installation
of a gas distribution center.
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Hudson Valley Resort and Spa WTP Filtration,
Kerhonkson, NY | KC designed a water filtration
system for the Hudson Valley Resort and Spa in
Kerhonkson, NY. The resort had ground water under
the direct influence (GWUDI) of surface water. KC
performed the necessary engineering services in
connection with this water system modification
project including the engineer’s report, plans,
and specifications. KC also assisted the owner in
obtaining bids, reviewing submittals, and supervising
construction. The existing water treatment facility at
the resort was modified by adding bag filtration. Two
independent trains of filter units were installed. The
bag filtration provides the necessary treatment for
GWUDI while minimizing construction and operation
costs.

Engineering Evaluation of a Treatment System
for Well #3, Warwick, NY | This project entailed
performing an engineering evaluation to determine
the best option for providing an additional water
source to the Village of Warwick. Options evaluated
for the backup source included Well #3 or the
development of another new well. Well #3 has an
average yield capacity of 250 GPM and can yield
up to 400,000 GPD. Well #3 was known to be GWUDI
of surface water and needed either treatment or
pumping to the microfiltration plant before use as a
primary source.
KC performed a preliminary investigation and
presented a recommendation to the Village. KC also
prepared a preliminary design concept, capital and
life cycle cost analysis, and an engineer’s report for
the preferred option.
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Diversified. Multidisciplined.
KC Engineering and Land Surveying, P.C. (KC) is a
diversified, multidisciplined consulting engineering
firm. Since 1983, KC has provided our public and
private sector clients with a comprehensive range of
professional services using only the latest technical
equipment. The corporate headquarters of the
firm is located in New York City with a branch office
in Newburgh, NY. KC has extensive experience
with government agencies, municipalities, and
private clients; a diverse, professional staff; and an
impeccable record of services rendered.

New York City

Hudson Valley

(212) 947-4945

(845) 931-2900

7 Penn Plaza, Suite 1604
New York, NY 10001-3976

15 Governor Drive, Second Floor
Newburgh, NY 12550

kcepc.com
facebook.com/kcepc
twitter.com/kcengineeringpc
linkedin.com/company/kcepc
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